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Bavecttitude Therapy 

Awareness about the Miind and Bavecttitude are the 
subdivisions of psychotherapy. This new treatment brings 
about the ability to control unwanted and unpleasant 
thoughts and feelings. Especially for the treatment of 
patients with Pos t Traumatic S tress Disorder (PTSD) 
and any person who reflecting on pas t thoughts leads to 
unpleasant thoughts and feelings in the present, awareness 
about the Miind and Bavecttitude can be helpful. Words 
like Bavecttitude, Viewjood, and Atycto have been 
re-created for the firs t time in this paper to express 
psychological concepts. What happens in the miind and 
its consequences are described, including the formation 
of emotions, feelings, and thoughts. Self-awareness of 
the present and control of thoughts and feelings are the 
s trategies that are offered. Considering different therapies 
and examining the beliefs, behaviors, and events of the 
pas t that affect the present, this psychotherapy seeks to 
find a suitable s trategy for reducing the impact of the pas t 
and how the pas t affects the present situation. Therefore, 
it has been attempted to develop an integrated model 
that incorporates both the philosophy of life and the 
functioning of the mind and is both visible and tangible. It 
can be concluded that the treatment method of awareness 



about the Miind and Bavecttitude has many potentials in 
different aspects than psychotherapy techniques.

One of the interes ting things about computers is that the 
Ms-Dos operating sys tem, which was time consuming 
and intangible, suddenly became a Windows operating 
sys tem and this was a revolution in the computer 
indus try. Given this, if current psychotherapy practices 
are anything like Ms-Dos for the computer, Bavecttitude 
might be considered something like Windows that could 
make a difference in psychotherapy. By s tudying exis ting 
psychotherapy techniques, and examining the s tructure of 
aircraft and car engines (in general, engine s tructure), this 
approach offers a blueprint for the human miind model. 
The proposed design has various parts, some of which 
resemble a computer, and some are quite innovative and 
creative.

This approach offers a new philosophy of human life, 
combining the knowledge of philosophy and the s tudy 
of the works of great philosophers and unders tanding 
their beliefs. In short, the philosophy of human life is 
that human life is made up of a set of different situations, 
and that humans are always moving from one situation to 
another in the course of their lives, from birth to death. 
Some of the words in this book are familiar to you, but 
they are heard here in a different way and of course 



written in a different dictation, such as the miind.

 In this new philosophy, the set of positions at any given 
moment is called Atyctoed Collections of Situations 
(Acos). The Acos route is the line on which a set of Acoss 
are aligned, the Acos route can represent a moment, a 
few hours, a few days, or the whole of human life. As 
such, one’s entire life is the highes t path of that person’s 
Acos. In addition, based on this view, naturally, in order 
for one to move consciously from one Acos to another, 
mus t do this in a managed way. So, project management 
techniques are also used in this way. 

Therefore, this new treatment is the result of careful 
s tudy in the fields of philosophy of science, psychology, 
mechanics and project management.By s tudying the 
practical implications of various therapeutic modalities 
such as behavioral therapy, Ges talt, Schema Therapy, and 
various training workshops and putting them together, it 
can be concluded that the therapeutic method proposed 
in Bavecttitude Therapy has much more potential in 
different aspects .

The Bavecttitude is a significant component of the human 
Miind which defines their daily routines, decisions, 
actions, behaviors, thoughts, feelings, emotions, and 
personalities. It also has a significant impact on mos t human 



health issues. It may be said that the whole philosophy of 
Awareness about the Miind and Bavecttitude is analyzed 
on the basis of the Acos path. In fact, the person seeking 
to learn Awareness about the Miind and the Bavecttitude, 
by acquiring awareness of their emotions and thoughts, 
learning how to create them, gaining the ability to direct 
himself from Acos to other Acos, as well as defining his 
ideal world, creates a new world. Such a person can heal 
himself with guidance from Bavecttitude Therapis ts and 
reach his ideal world. Of course, achieving such an ideal 
world requires a long time.  It takes time to learn how to 
work the miind and benefit from it. Awareness about the 
Miind and Bavecttitude is summarized in three Atyctos:

1) Atycto of current position (Current Acos)

2) Atycto of treatment 

3) Atycto of goal (or peace and ideal world)



Book Description 

The Human Miind and Patterns of Characters 

The Bavecttitude 

Please pay attention to the spelling of Miind 

In producing this novel as a piece of literature, the 
author has aimed to create a new thought process based 
on Mechanics, Philosophy, Psychology, and Project 
Management. It is intended to enable the readers to 
unders tand and visualize the functions of their mind in 
terms of thoughts, emotions, and feelings, leading to 
their behaviors, as well as the implementation of mental 
health issues.

The book also enables the readers to employ the exis ting 
philosophical and psychological findings as well as 
considering the author’s views in moving towards 
their ideal world and peacefulness in sugges ted self-
development projects. 

There are six chapters as follows: 

Chapter 1: S tarts with Dr Alien’s 7000th birthday party. 
Doc very arbitrarily observes the planet earth and Milky 
Way and s tarts s tudying Humankind; as a result, he 
decides to deliver his findings of humans in books and 
unveils the firs t one in Akademous Hall for other aliens. 



Chapter 2: Explains the Components of Miind for the 
audience in Akademous Hall (which is how Dr Alien sees 
the human mind.) 

Chapter 3: Presents two of the trips Dr Alien has already 
made with his fact detector machine to planet earth to 
examine how the human Miind operates in their day to 
day life. Therefore, the Audience can learn and make 
more trips to observe the happenings on planet earth 
including tracing back the operation of the human Miind 
in people who are involved and see how the emotions, 
feelings, and thoughts of individuals contribute to such 
happenings. 

Chapter 4: The reader will be able to sympathize with a 
new human character called Ita who goes through many 
ups and downs and finally manages to dive down into the 
depths of his being and reach enlightenment. The readers 
can cus tomize the happenings of Ita’s life and simulate 
their own life s tory as they move forward.  The animation 
which you may watch in page borders is a symbolized 
form of Ita’s experiences. 

Chapter 5: Decodes the firs t four chapters and the author 
explains what he is trying to say in more depth. 

Chapter 6: Is a very short and sweet summary of the 
novel which tells the readers how they can apply what 



they have learned from the book to achieve their Ideal 
world which is referred to as the Atycto of Peace. 

The book has spoken to the readers in diverse depths and 
levels so that everyone can enjoy reading it - from the 
short s tories up to the more complicated philosophical 
and psychological matters. 

This book can be described as a tool that enables the 
readers to plunge into the depths of their being and 
explore their inner happenings. Therefore, every time 
the readers reread a passage, they will discover a new 
unknown part of their being. 

There is a creative form of animation that becomes live 
as you flip through the pages. This is the narration of a 
journey by a horse, the symbol of a noble human, who is 
being attacked by packs of wolves. The journey continues 
and takes you through the ups and downs, and challenges 
and dangers he has to face and shows how leaving his 
comfort zone embarks him on a journey into the depths 
of his being where he acquires a detailed knowledge of 
his Miind and finally manages to observe his S tage of 
Now. This results in seeing the smalles t bits of thoughts, 
emotions, feelings, and reactions of the physical body 
which is, as we all know, called enlightenment.
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Doctor Alien 
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It was Doctor Alien’s 7000th birthday party and he 
was surrounded by kindhearted people. He felt over-

whelmed again with the vibes of love, care, and positive 
energy he was receiving from his family and friends.
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Everyone was having a good time playing music, 
dancing, having food and drinks, and joking around.
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As the celebrations gradually drew to a close in the 
bes t possible atmosphere and everything looked 

spot on and fantas tic, Doc was s till going through many 
ups and downs with the idea of Bavecttitude regularly 
playing on his Miind. 

Doc was born on planet Rumi located in the Pars Galaxy. 
However, he traveled frequently to neighboring planets 
such as Shakespeare, Pushkin, Aris totle, Plato, Kant, 
Hume, Socrates, Russell, Nietzsche, Khayyam, Hafez, 
Sa’di, and many others. 

The whole thing about the Bavecttitude had been 
triggered around 2000 years ago when he was 

playing around with his fact detector machine and 
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exploring the galaxies which were over six million light-
years away. Rather arbitrarily, he had come across a tiny 
galaxy which contained many s tars and planets.

One of these was very similar to planet Rumi. 

Considering its small size, this planet had many exciting 
creatures and characteris tics living on it. 

He zoomed in again and again to Observe the events 
happening there more closely; the closer he zoomed in, 
the more amazed he became.
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He could not believe what he saw.   

Life was happening on this little 
planet. It had water, air, greeneries 
and, of course, moving creatures with 
various numbers of hands and legs, and 
other organs including the ones they 
needed to reproduce more creatures like 
themselves

You know what I am talking about, 
right?

 One species of these creatures were very 
similar to the people who lived in the olden civilization 
of Pars Galaxy – the ones who lived only a maximum of 
a few hundred years.

They were born with two legs, two hands, two eyes, and 
two ears.

They were unable to choose what type of organs they 
could have other than what they were born with and 
the changes and amendments they could make to their 

physical body were minimal.

If one of their significant body parts, 
such as the heart or brain s topped 
working, it led to their death.

In fact, they could not be Maglished and 
continue living a Maglishiolized life. 
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Las t but not leas t, they could think, communicate, 
feel emotions, and even be creative and 

innovative. 

 To be more precise they had a Miind, which 
included the Bavecttitude and patterns of 
characters - as a result of which they had 
imaginations. 

And this is what Doc was mos t interes ted 
in. It prompted him to extend his s tudies 
on these particular creatures living on this 
interes ting little planet.

By the way, these creatures called themselves humans, 
their little planet Earth, and their small galaxy the Milky 
Way. 

And that was how Doc s tarted s tudying humans back 
then, until now. He has also penned several articles and 
given presentations on humans.

He planned to publish these as soon as possible and 
make everyone aware of his findings. 

The problem was that his research and discoveries were 
very detailed, complicated, and unusual. 

The bigges t challenge for him was how to deliver his 
findings to the public. 
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Firs t of all, not many people were interes ted in 
knowing about planet Earth, the Milky Way or even 

humans, as they were too occupied with their day to day 
lives.  

Secondly, the subject could be very confusing and hard 
to unders tand. It also contained many new, ambiguous 
terms and phrases, which made the job even more 
challenging.

As a result, he decided to break down the subject into 
several parts and deliver each one in exciting and amusing 
formats containing pictures supported by animation and 
clips for better illus tration. 

In this way, he could deliver his findings to a broader 
range of people.  

Doc’s firs t book was called The Bavecttitude and Patterns 
of Characters.

The Bavecttitude is a significant component of the human 
Miind which defines their daily routines, decisions, 
actions, behaviors, thoughts, feelings, emotions, and 
personalities. It also has a significant impact on mos t 
human health issues.   

To cut a long s tory short, He finished his firs t book and 
changed the format many times so he could publish it 
with the bes t possible arrangement for people of any 
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educational background and interes t to unders tand and 
enjoy.

Then, he planned to launch the book in Akademos 
Hall in the presence of elite s tudents and the mos t 

celebrated scientis ts and politicians traveling from across 
Pars Galaxy to come and hear about the Bavecttitude and 
other components of the human Miind. They would be 
given the opportunity to ask their ques tions and present 
their comments. 
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Unveiling the book in Akademos Hall

The faithful day finally arrived and Doc was about to 
unveil his firs t book within a few minutes. 

People had traveled from all the planets of Pars Galaxy 
and were seated in the allocated places, waiting.

Elite s tudents were accommodated on the lower level 
of the hall, while scientis ts were on the next level up, 
politicians on the level above that, and the res t of the 
audience had s tanding space on the top levels.

Doc had all the necessary equipment including fact 
detector machines set up in the hall. 

He was very nervous and concerned about the reaction 
of his audience.

As I said, the topic was very complicated and contained 
many unfamiliar terms. 
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Doc hoped that the audience would be patient and give 
the new terms a chance to sink in and make sense.

Although he was confident about the accuracy and 
validity of his findings, the interes t and contribu-

tion of the audience was difficult to predict. 

In any case, he had done his bes t and left what he could not 
control to the Universe, to see how the future would unfold.

The presenter began making the announcements and 
welcomed everyone to the event, after which he invited 
Doc to go on s tage.

Doc was extremely enthusias tic, emotional, and 
overwhelmed. With shaky legs, he began walking up the 
s teps onto the s tage and s tood in front of the audience 
behind his table and equipment. 

He could not believe that this was finally happening and 
kept having flashbacks of all the episodes, incidences, and 
events that led to this moment one after the other. 

The audience was s till clapping. 
Gradually, he s tarted regaining his 
self-control and composure. 

He began his presentation by greeting 
everyone.  

Then, he proceeded to introduce the book 
and gave an explanation of how he came 
to write it. He also raised the issue of the 
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new terminologies and said: 

Please read the book patiently and give the new termi-
nologies the chance to find their place in your lexicon.

The firs t time you s tudy the book you will plant the seeds 
of many words, and each time you reread it you will be 
helping the seeds to grow. I am sure no one can come up 
to me and say they have read the book many times over 
without triggering new germinations and growth each and 
every time. 

I mus t emphasize in advance that it is highly unlikely for 
you to unders tand all the new terminologies the firs t time 
you read a particular section.

Be that as it may, jus t relax and continue to read the res t 
and everything will fall into place little by little. As you 
continue to read, however, you can return to this part and 
crosscheck as and when you feel the need. 
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Then he switched on the screen and s tarted explain-
ing the Miind.

 Well, let’s have a quick look at the Miind firs t and then 
we will look at each part separately. 
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The Components of a Human Miind are:
1.The Bavecttitude
 •Bavecttitude Tree(s)  
•Bavecttitude Cliff(s)      
•Bavecttitude Duct(s) 
•Bavecttitude Soil(s)  
•Thought(s) 
•Character(s) 
•Patterns of Character(s)  
•Trigger(s)  
2.The Thought Producing Unit
•Blank Thoughts
•Miind Operation Fuel 
3. The Emotions and Feelings Unit
4. The Memories (Long term, ERS, Pool of Now, Et cetera)
5. The Sensory Unit
6. The Pool of Now 
7. The S tage of Now 
•Crys tal Orb  
•Indicators and Miind Unit Monitors 
•Clouds  
•Producers of Feelings and Emotions 
•Voiices

14
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Chapter two: 

“components of Miind”

16
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17

C2
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GLOSSARY

Atycto: Viewjoods mus t be discussed within framework 
of Atyctos, Atyctos enable humans to fully unders tand a 
subject and see the connections of a particular topic to 
absolutely everything that exis t or even does not exis t.

AWP: Atycto of World Peace.

Bavecttitude Cliffs: All the genetic needs of humans are 
defined and exposed by how blank thoughts enter and 
take shape inside these cliffs, humans are born with these 
cliffs.

Bavecttitude Ducts: Ducts connect the Pool of Now to 
the core of the Bavecttitude.

Bavecttitude Soil: The internal walls of the Bavecttitude 
are made of Soil layers, Bavecttitude trees and 
Bavecttitude cliffs have roots secured in the Bavecttitude 
Soil.

Bavecttitude Trees: Bavecttitude trees play a significant 
part in shaping human attitudes, beliefs, behaviors, and 
cultures. Trees are acquired and amended throughout 
their lives. the bes t way to change and amend human 
behavior, beliefs, Viewjoods, et cetera, is to plant new 
trees and/or modify the exis ting ones. 

Bavecttitude: the mos t critical component of a human’s 
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Miind. Human personalities, decision-makings, 
emotions, feelings, conditioning, and anything to do 
with human behavior, thoughts, beliefs, and cultures 
depend on the s tructures, formations, and movements 
of the human Bavecttitude.

Behavioral Scales: Behavioral Scales enable you to 
know which behaviors are included or which are not 
included in a particular scale. Typically, each individual 
employs a limited number of Behavioral Scales which 
are defined by the number and types of Viewjoods 
s tored in that individual’s Miind. 

Blank thoughts: Thoughts that are blank and ready to 
be transduced into various thoughts.

Communication Clouds: Characters communicate 
with each other through Communication Clouds by 
sharing visions, images, or information from the 
memory or imagination.

Crys tal Orb: The Crys tal Orb displays the physical 
body of a human. Basically, what other humans can see 
is what is exhibited in this Orb such as human behavior, 
talk, clothes, and so on.

Indicator panels: Indicator panels monitor precisely 
what takes place in a human body including the Miind. 
By looking at the indicators, we can unders tand exactly 
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what is happening with the heart, breathing, blood 
circulation, pain, level of consciousness, and feelings 
and emotions, simply down to the smalles t particles of 
all human organs.

LTS: Links to Smalles t moment of S tage of now.

Maglish: The bes t possible form of something.

Miind Operation Fuel: The fuel that runs a human’s 
Miind.

Miind: A sugges ted model to simulate the happenings of 
mind.

Miind Autopilot Sys tem: It can be compared with 
subconscious mind in many ways.

Non-viewjoodable: Cannot be discovered, un-
unders tandable.  

Non-viewjooded: undiscovered, unknown. 

NSN: Narrations of the S tage of Now

Petesdo: A symbol for PTSD

Pool of Now: The Pool of Now is the bes t place to 
look to see what is happening in a human’s Miind and 
body in the moment. All the patterns of characters and 
communication between the components of the Miind, 
including the Bavecttitude, happen in the Pool of Now. 
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PTSD: Pos t Traumatic S tress Disorder, it is a form of 
TTSN.

SMS: Smalles t Moment on the S tage of Now

S tage of Now: What is happening in the Pool of Now 
can be interpreted and demons trated on the S tage of 
Now.

S tomand: Demand on the S tage of Now.

Thoughts and Patterns of Characters: Thoughts 
and characters are the products of a human’s Miind. 
from the moment blank thoughts enter the Bavecttitude 
they are formed into thoughts and characters before 
returning to the Pool of Now. Each character is made 
of several thoughts. The number and type of thoughts 
make each character unique. 

Tragedy on the S tage of Now: Any patterns of 
characters that produce unpleasant emotions.

Trigger(s): Triggers can be initiated by inputs from 
any of the units into the Pool of Now. Triggers bring 
the firs t character or group of characters with particular 
patterns of characters on the S tage of Now.

TTSN: Tragedies on The S tage of Now

Viewjood: Viewjoods which are a product of the 
Bavecttitude s tored in the memory unit.
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Viewjooded: Discovered, known. 

Voiice: Humans hear voices through their physical ears 
and hear Voiices from their S tage of Now. The Voiices 
they hear in their heads are spoken by their own characters 
playing their part on the S tage of Now.
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